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Key Points

- So far, the distinction between pirate and insurgent has been maintained. Somali pirates remain essentially rational actors operating in pursuit of their own survival and self-interest and not in pursuit of ideologically inspired fundamentalist aims.

- The prospect of Somali pirates engaging in maritime terrorism in the future will depend on the nature of the developing relationship between pirate and militant groups. In this respect, a number of emerging factors may result in a blurring of the motivational issue for members of pirate groups. The thin line that distinguishes pirate attack from terrorist attack may be closer to being crossed than hitherto thought.

- In relation to the wider contemporary security environment, the crisis in Somalia shows that this is becoming increasingly complex. When dealing in future maritime security it is no longer appropriate to categorise the threat into terrorist or piracy stove-pipes. Instead we must consider the development of a threat continuum where there may be considerable over-lap with indistinct boundaries between terrorist, criminal and insurgent groups and their facilitators.
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Introduction

Although the origins of the most recent wave of Somali piracy can be traced back to the 1990s, it is only in the last few years that it has become a major security concern for the international community. In 2007, ships delivering World Food Programme (WFP) humanitarian aid had to be escorted as pirate attacks threatened the distribution of vital relief supplies. In 2008, attacks doubled and became increasingly sophisticated. They increased again in 2009, despite a reduction in global shipping activity and the presence of a multi-national maritime force tasked with containing piracy in the region,\(^1\) netting the pirates an estimated $82\(^2\) million in ransom payments.\(^3\) Of more concern were the numbers of attacks involving the use of firearms which had increased by 200 per cent from the previous year.\(^4\)

The international response was to frame piracy as a security issue claiming that the associated disruption of aid supplies and trade represented a threat to human, environmental, economic and energy security.\(^5\) Additionally, there is growing evidence of cooperation between pirate groups and Islamic militants. To date, this cooperation appears to be limited to mutually beneficial activity at an operational level, such as the provision of training or supply of weapons. However, as the International clampdown on piracy takes effect, there is a danger that pirates may be driven into closer cooperation with militants as they seek alternative sources of income. This could have potential implications for maritime terrorism particularly since some commentators already claim that there is ‘credible intelligence’ that the insurgent group, al-Shabaab, is trying to create a small naval force of its own.\(^6\)
Causes of Somali Piracy

Puchala observed that piracy is a cyclical phenomenon usually beginning with spates of sporadic, small-scale attacks which mount in frequency and intensity as pirates become more organised. Piracy in Somalia is no different; over the last two decades it has evolved from aggrieved fisherman seeking to defend their livelihood into a sophisticated and highly lucrative (though illicit) industry.

The most recent wave of piracy can be traced back to the early 1990s and the erosion of governance as the Barre regime collapsed. This, it is claimed, resulted in an increase in illegal fishing activity and the alleged dumping of toxic waste in Somali waters which prompted local fisherman to take up arms to protect their livelihood. Genuine economic hardship and a sense of grievance against foreign exploitation of Somalia’s maritime resources thus motivated many pirates and served to legitimise their activities in the eyes of their communities. As ransom monies increased, however, grievance gave way to greed, and environmental issues became of peripheral importance. With a safe environment from which to operate and ready access to strategic shipping lanes, the rich pickings on offer fuelled a piracy boom.

The continuing prevalence of piracy can be attributed to the lack of an effective government; Somalia simply lacks the capacity to interdict pirates and secure its territorial waters. After two decades of civil war, the economy has collapsed and an absence of the rule of law has allowed criminality to flourish undeterred. Efforts to restore peace and security are critically undermined by a corrosive war economy that corrupts and enfeebles State institutions. Piracy is a symptom of this war economy; in Mudug province it thrives as a product of statelessness and warlordism, in Puntland it has benefited from the patronage of State institutions in return for a share in the profits.
Motivation stems from the massive ransoms obtained; in a single attack a working-level pirate might earn $15,000, a sum that could take over five years to earn through honest endeavours. In a region where instability and violence make death a real prospect, the dangers of engaging in piracy must be weighed against the potentially massive returns. Legal and jurisdictional weaknesses compound the problem, ironic given that international law provides a uniquely favourable framework for the suppression of piracy. Under the doctrine of Universal Jurisdiction, any nation can capture and try pirates it finds on the high seas. However, second-order international legal rules, norms, and expectations pull in the opposite direction, making prosecution and detention so costly that setting pirates loose often seems preferable. Consequently, a policy of ‘catch and release’ is common, with pirates released without trial, having first had their equipment confiscated. Whilst this may put them out of business for a short period of time, it does not provide a long-term deterrent.

**Piracy Business Model**

The aim of Somali pirates is to secure a sizable ransom which is frequently delivered directly to the pirates on-board the captured ship. The average ransom has increased from roughly $1 million in 2008 to $2 million in 2009 and looks set to increase further in 2010. This is a reflection of the willingness of governments and shipping companies to pay for the release of their vessels and crews as the sums are relatively small compared with the value of a ship and its cargo.

In contrast, it costs around $10,000 to mount a basic pirate operation with costs usually borne by investors. There are three general models of funding. The most basic involve what Hansen describes as *subsistence pirates* - most commonly poor fishermen, engaged in piracy closer to the coast in order to survive. The operation is funded by a single leader who provides the boat, equipment and food. Other pirates are recruited on a percentage basis if a
ship is captured. In the second model, the leader is generally the owner of the boat, but other investors are involved to meet the running expenses of the group. Investors tend to be mid-level businessmen mostly from the clans of the respective pirate groups who join in a structure which resembles a shareholding company. The third model is similar but includes a fund raiser who collects money from investors, who may be off-shore, to fund pirate missions.

Hansen refers to these as professional pirates. Leaders invest money in profit-driven enterprises, developing highly advanced regional networks in the process. It is estimated that there are seven separate, but linked, syndicates financed and brokered largely from within Somalia and the wider Diaspora. As pirates push their operations further out to sea, these networks are becoming more important due to the increasing logistic requirements involved and the need to handle substantially bigger ransoms. The formation of these broad criminal networks, based on mutual benefit and driven by greed, is beginning to erode the importance of clan traditions within piracy groups.

The Somali Pirate Cycle – Advanced Phase

From the above it is clear that Somali pirates have entered the advanced phase of Puchala’s cycle. In previous periods in history the international community would have taken decisive military action and crushed the pirates, both at sea and their networks ashore. Navies today, however, are constrained by international humanitarian and human rights laws which prevent such action. Consequently, whilst the international community has assembled an impressive array of maritime power, this has achieved little more than contain the levels of piracy. It may also have made pirates more violent and more professional.

As counter-piracy efforts make attacks more difficult, pirates are becoming more aggressive and increasingly likely to use weapons to get vessels to
stop. Last year there were 114 ships fired upon off Somalia, up from 39 incidents in 2008. This included more than twenty attacks using rocket-propelled grenades (RPG) some of which were against oil or chemical tankers. This trend is expected to continue with pirates becoming more ruthless in their efforts to secure the enormous rewards available. This not only increases the risk to life of the crews involved but also increases the risk of environmental catastrophe, both of which serve to increase political pressure within the international community to stop the attacks.

Pirates are also becoming increasingly professional and branching out into other criminal activity. The pirates have studied the patterns of the patrolling warships and adapted their tactics accordingly. They also appear well versed in the legal and political limits that are constraining the efforts of Western warships to stop them. Their organisation ashore is becoming more sophisticated and is protected by well-armed militias, many of which rival established Somali authorities in terms of their military capabilities. Bruno Schiemsky, former chairman of the UN monitoring group on Somalia, believes that pirates are forming decentralized confederations with other criminal groups with whom they have developed symbiotic relationships. This may include provision of specific expertise and logistical support, protection, and involvement in other illegal activities to make money. There is evidence that pirates in both Puntland and in central Somalia have engaged in people smuggling, arms dealing and drug trafficking. Some commentators also claim that the pirates have formed alliances with Islamic militant groups such as al-Shabaab. Pirates provide a source of revenue or smuggle arms and foreign fighters into Somalia in exchange for military training and the right to operate safely from areas of coastline under militants’ control. This does not necessarily point towards the pirates becoming more ideologically aligned with the Islamic militants. It does, however, indicate that they are willing to engage in other forms of criminal activity for financial or other benefits. The fact that some pirate groups have also tried to exchange crew members held hostage for imprisoned pirates clouds the issue further. When one considers this, the prospect of pirates selling hostages to al-Shabaab for the rights to operate on their coast does not seem so unlikely. As Lehr has already
identified there is considerable scope for a move towards political piracy.37

**Future Trends**

Piracy is a dynamic activity mutually dependent on global economic development, government policies, corporate strategies and actions of regional and local players. An assessment of future trends must therefore include an analysis of the security dynamics within Somalia and the relationship between pirates and other key actors.

**Political Security**

The International community, who are driven by individual and often contradicting interests, must shoulder some responsibility for the current crisis within Somalia. Ethiopia’s attempts to impose a government more favourable towards Addis Ababa eroded the Transitional Federal Government’s (TFG) support base and provided a rallying cry for diverse opposition groups; calls for foreign peacekeepers to bolster the TFG made it appear ineffectual, and US efforts to contain foreign al-Qaeda operatives has accelerated the radicalisation of Islamist forces and made Somalia a potential safe haven for al-Qaeda.38 In addition, the international coalition has failed to deliver the finances required for essential development, reconstruction and security sector reform. It may be argued, therefore, that the International community has placed inflated expectations on a government that has neither the resources nor the capacity to deliver. The international community expects strategic gains but remains reluctant to invest sufficient diplomatic and financial capital or to take the levels of risk required to produce them. Nor are they willing to let the Somali factions solve their problems alone for fear of a revolutionary Islamist takeover. Whilst far from ideal, it may be argued that the current situation is a minimally acceptable outcome for many key actors.39 It enables key figures within government to continue to benefit from counter-
terrorism, state-building, and humanitarian relief projects. For al-Shabaab, the prolonged conflict with a Western backed government increases its stature and saves the leadership from making potentially divisive decisions should it ever actually gain power. The status quo may also be good for International actors. No Western government wants to be linked to a policy which culminates in the formal collapse of the TFG; nor do they want to be responsible for politically and economically reconstituting a Somalia in which the revolutionary Islamists have been defeated.

Barring strategic shock, such as a major al-Shabaab attack within a Western state, decisive intervention by the international community seems a remote prospect. The political preference is the continued support of the TFG and the maintenance of a status quo that avoids the need to commit ground forces in large numbers. This situation is likely to continue at least in the short to medium term thus constraining the TFG’s capacity to extend effective governance to the extent required to curb piracy, at least within southern and central Somalia.

A more optimistic forecast may be possible in the north. In Somaliland, the authorities have already taken a firm stance against piracy. Although Puntland authorities have been less robust in the past, there are signs that they are responding to international pressure and taking a firmer stance. Whether this is merely positioning to gain political advantage or a genuine attempt to curb piracy remains to be seen. Initial signs are encouraging, however, and those involved in counter-piracy operations have noted a change in attitude amongst Puntland authorities and a greater willingness to cooperate.

Regional stability remains fragile, however, as both Puntland and Somaliland have suffered increasing spill-over from the conflict in the south as Islamic militants, who view the administrations as un-Islamic, seek to destabilise the region. Furthermore, Somali unionists oppose the continued independence of Somaliland and are actively engaged to undermine the government. Meanwhile, in Puntland, money buys influence and the government’s apparent shift in attitudes towards piracy may be reversed.
Whilst both governments are holding firm, there is concern that governance and the rule of law in the region could be undermined. Should this be the case then there is a risk that pirate groups would be free to operate along the whole northern coast. However, a growing number of analysts are supporting policies which expand support to existing regional polities\(^\text{43}\) and this is mirrored in the international community which appears more inclined to engage in regional capacity building backed by policies which reward strong governance.\(^\text{44}\) The most likely scenario, therefore, is that security will improve in the north potentially leading to a gradual displacement of pirate gangs to central and southern Somalia.

**Military Security and Piracy**

At a time of increasing budgetary pressures, the effectiveness of maritime forces to combat piracy is being challenged. The combined maritime forces can claim some success; in 2009 they disrupted 411 pirate operations of 706 encountered; delivered 269 pirates for prosecution (of whom forty six were jailed); and killed 11.\(^\text{45}\) A combination of the military response and the implementation of Best Management Practice (BMP) by the shipping industry have also reduced the success rate of pirate attacks from 60 per cent in 2007 to 23 per cent in 2009.\(^\text{46}\) This success, however, must be set against the fact that, despite the buildup of naval forces in the region, pirate activity continues to increase.\(^\text{47}\)

Although analysts point to the fact that there are simply too few warships to cover the vast area of ocean where ships are at risk from attack,\(^\text{48}\) the real issue is that efforts at sea are not being matched by similar activity ashore. To be effective, maritime forces must be empowered to conduct supporting operations ashore but this is beyond the range of current policy options.\(^\text{49}\) Contributing Governments fear that expanding the military strategy into Somalia could destabilize the region further, drawing them into the civil war and risks an escalation in violence against merchant shipping as pirates seek
revenge. The current military strategy is therefore to contain the threat to a level which can be tolerated by the international community. Arguably, this is being achieved but the cost effectiveness of the strategy is questionable and may not be sustainable in the current financial climate. The most likely outcome is that naval forces committed to future counter-piracy operations will reduce at a time when more individuals are being drawn to piracy.

**Economic security**

The full extent of the economic impact is difficult to assess as estimates are highly sensitive to assumptions used in their calculation. Some calculations consider only the direct impact whilst others try to be more holistic and include indirect effects, such as the supply of items needed for just-in-time manufacturing. Consequently there is considerable variation in the figures produced and no definitive breakdown of the true economic cost of piracy, either in absolute or relative terms.

Approximations range from $1 billion to as much as $50 billion. Whilst significant, it is argued that piracy is not a threat to international maritime trade (with annual revenues in excess of $7 trillion) let alone global trade where piracy accounts for less than 0.1 per cent of the total value. Consequently, critics question the appropriateness of the current international naval response (at an estimated annual cost of $200-350 million) arguing that it is out of proportion to the problem and a misallocation of resources which could be used more usefully to address the socio-economic factors that cause piracy in the first place.

However, recent analysis questions the validity of these estimates as previous studies generally treated piracy as a static activity detached from the influences of global economic development, corporate strategies and government policies. Fu et al argue that this is a critical shortcoming in quantitative modelling, and that existing research has yet to tackle the
economic impact of maritime piracy effectively.\textsuperscript{54} Their analysis concludes that costs of counter-piracy operations within the area are justified from the perspective of global economic development. It should also be borne in mind that the effects of piracy fall disproportionately on regional states most affected by the phenomenon.\textsuperscript{55} For example, the Kenyan Shipping Council estimates that piracy has increased the cost of doing business on the Kenyan coast by over 40 per cent, adding an extra $34 million onto the monthly costs of its exports and imports whilst in Egypt, Suez Canal revenues are expected to fall from $5.1 billion in FY08 to $3.6 billion in FY10.\textsuperscript{56} Similarly, the inflationary effects of money laundering, combined with the trade of illegal goods smuggled by pirates, undermine legitimate commerce and add to the financial hardship of those not involved in piracy, making their lives increasingly difficult.\textsuperscript{57} Globally, therefore, whilst the cost of piracy may appear insignificant, at a regional level it represents a significant threat to economic security.

\textit{Societal security}

Somali society is primarily organized along Clan lines. Such is the strength of the clan tradition that the Islamic Awakening Movement was, to a degree, constrained by the view that Islamic identity should compliment, not challenge, the primacy of clannism.\textsuperscript{58} There are signs, however, that two decades of civil war have weakened clan society in two important areas. Firstly, al-Shabaab has been able to curtail the influence of clan loyalty among its followers as illustrated by the leadership which represents a clan diversity of surprising proportions by Somali standards. Minority clans have been empowered and then encouraged to use their newfound power against traditionally oppressive clans. Additionally, the group recruits very young fighters who are less deeply rooted in clan dogma and thus more easily indoctrinated into the global Jihadist ideology. Consequently, al-Shabaab operates largely unconstrained by the complex clan system that curtailed al-Qaeda’s earlier attempts to gain traction in the region and are thus more able to exploit the peoples’ collective yearn for unity.\textsuperscript{59}
Pirate groups have also transcended clan structures. This started in 2003 when Mohamed Abdi Hassan ‘Afweyne’, introduced the business model subsequently adopted by most pirate groups. Movement into other areas of organised crime and the formation of decentralized, criminal confederations have further marginalised clan ties. Consequently, mutually beneficial relationships with other criminal groups are developing unfettered by traditional clan ties. At the moment, there is no evidence to suggest that pirate groups are becoming ideologically aligned with the Islamic militants. Pirates remain essentially rational actors operating in pursuit of their own survival and self-interest and not in pursuit of ideologically inspired fundamentalist aims.

It is of note, however, that an increasing number of youths are being lured into piracy who, without the constraining influence of clan traditions, may be more susceptible to jihadist propaganda. The Islamic Courts Union (ICU) emerged on the crest of a widely shared aspiration for a new generation of Somali leaders to take over from the generation tainted by civil war, and this undercurrent of a generational struggle persists within Somali youth. This may be an area which militants can exploit. A potential future outcome, therefore, of the growing diversity of criminal activity amongst pirate groups is a blurring of the motivational issue for young pirates.

**Implications for Piracy**

Securitisation of piracy has, arguably, given it a higher profile than the scale of the problem warrants. Whilst this may be the case, it is unlikely that there will be a reversal in policy over the next few years and pressure will be maintained for the international community to respond to the threat. Whilst economic pressures may result in a reduction in force levels allocated to counter piracy missions it should be possible to offset this through greater cooperation amongst donor countries, improved coordination and more effective employment of maritime assets. This, combined with a wider and more rigid application of the International Maritime Organisation’s (IMO) best management practices, will help to reduce the number of vulnerable targets at risk. However, pirates are able to counter this by extending their area of
operations (further into the Indian Ocean and the Red and Arabian Seas) and it is unlikely that a shortage of vulnerable targets will impact on levels of piracy in the short to medium term.

The security analysis above predicts that improving security in the north will result in a gradual displacement of pirate groups to southern Somalia. This will require the pirates to reach an understanding with Islamic militants to enable operations to be conducted from areas under their control. In theory the ideological motivations of al-Shabaab should point to condemnation of pirate activity. Within ‘professional’ terrorist groups, however, simply perpetuating their cadres becomes a central goal, and what started out as a moral crusade becomes a sophisticated organisation. Al-Qaeda has already shown that flexibility and willingness to forge broad, and sometimes unlikely, alliances can enhance survival. Al-Shabaab have learnt this lesson and appear willing to compromise morality to ensure a funding stream, supply of weapons and a safe passage for foreign fighters willing to join the jihad. There are already signs that closer cooperation between pirate and insurgent groups is taking place as witnessed by the pirate operations being mounted from the coast south of Mogadishu.

A Developing Pirate-Insurgent Nexus?

Academic opinion is divided on the issue of a ‘crime-terror nexus’. The predominant view is that criminals and terrorists only engage in marriages of convenience to further their methods, but their motives maintain long-term separation. Picarelli challenges this view by arguing that two forms of the crime-terror nexus exist. The first concerns a ‘state-centric nexus’, comprised of patterns of collaboration joining sovereign-bound crime and (nationalist) terror groups, which tend to support the predominant ‘methods not motives’ argument. The second form concerns the development of a ‘multi-centric’ nexus, comprised of transnational crime and terror groups. The
global outlook of these groups means that they have greater operational and organisational similarities and are more likely to develop into a true nexus.

The nature of the relationship developing between pirate and insurgent groups will be shaped by the extent to which they are reliant on each other. From the pirates’ perspective, they may be forced to extend their operations into southern Somalia due to improving security in Puntland, the success of counter-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden or a combination of both. In exchange for a safe operating base they may be faced with a number of demands from militant groups including increased levels of logistic support, provision of maritime training, trading of Western hostages and direct involvement in acts of maritime terrorism. The level to which pirates are prepared to cooperate may depend upon the future nature of the insurgency and relative strengths of competing militant groups.

In the current, multi-polar insurgency, rival insurgent groups are not only fighting with Government and African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) forces but they are also competing with each other on a regional level for the control of territory and access to resources. In this scenario it is unlikely that militant groups will become sufficiently powerful to dictate terms; pirate groups will be able to choose which areas they operate from, depending on which insurgent group offers the most favourable deal. The ‘methods not motives’ argument is likely to prevail and the pirate groups will maintain mutually beneficial relationships based around the provision of logistical support.

Should the insurgency become polarised, however, with a single insurgent group becoming dominant, the pirates will not be able to play one group against another. In this scenario there is the potential for the insurgents’ demands to migrate towards the more extreme end of the spectrum in terms of the involvement of pirate groups. As discussed earlier, the prospects of pirates trading hostages in exchange for a safe base is not inconceivable. Of more concern, however, is the potential for pirate groups to support maritime terrorism, either indirectly, by providing training, or direct participation in operations.
Al-Shabaab has already demonstrated both the intent and capability to extend the conflict and strike at the perceived ‘backers’ of the TFG. Frustration with the on-going stalemate, or possible political and military reverses, may prompt further attacks, including acts of maritime terrorism. Alternatively, al-Shabaab may respond to calls from al-Qaeda for assistance to block the Bab-el-Mandeb strait. In such a scenario it is not inconceivable that the pirates’ cooperation in such an attack might be the price demanded for the continued use of bases within al-Shabaab controlled areas. Whether this is a price that pirates are willing to pay, however, remains to be seen. Pirate groups are well aware that participation in an act of maritime terrorism would result in more robust action by international maritime forces, including the use of force ashore to destroy their bases. From the narrow perspective of self-enrichment, therefore, pirates should try to remain as close as possible to ‘business-as-usual’. By balancing the demands of the insurgents against the perceptions of the international community it may be possible for the pirates to engage in a relationship which is close enough to be mutually beneficial but sufficiently distant to avoid provoking the international community to take forceful action ashore on the grounds of counter-terrorism. Rational choice theory again tends to support the ‘methods not motives’ argument and pirate groups are unlikely to be persuaded to engage in or support acts of maritime terrorism.

This narrow interpretation assumes that individuals will act selfishly and does not allow for altruistic goals to be pursued. With a broader interpretation of rational choice theory, behaviour that benefits not only the individual but also a group that the individual feels loyal to, may also be considered as rational. Lehr alludes to this in his analysis of the politicization of Somali piracy and the emergence of a ‘mujahideen at sea’. The prospects of pirates engaging in acts of maritime terrorism may therefore depend on the nature of the pirate/insurgent relationship. Before considering this relationship in more detail it is important to note that there is greater potential for pirate groups to form Picarelli’s ‘multi-centric’ nexus with al-Shabaab, than with Hizbul Islam.
A number of points are pertinent in any relationship which develops between pirates and al-Shabaab. Firstly, there has been a gradual erosion of clan traditions which would previously have been a constraining influence. Secondly, an increasing number of impressionable young men are being drawn to piracy who may have a heightened perception of a generational struggle within Somalia and who may therefore be more vulnerable to indoctrination. Thirdly, there remains a perception amongst Somalis that Western warships are more concerned with protecting illegal fishing vessels and ships dumping toxic waste in Somali waters, than in preventing piracy. Finally, it has been noted that during internal conflict, greed can become a dominant influence. This may be a greed for money, political power, status, or attention and is equally true for terrorist and pirate alike. For pirate leaders, who have already amassed a fortune from ransom monies, the attraction of additional power may be irresistible. Some have already succumbed; Abshir Abdillahi (also known as Boyah) and Mohamed Si’ad (also known as ATOM) are both former pirate leaders who have been linked with al-Shabaab. If al-Shabaab becomes dominant, more individuals may be moved to meet their demands in order to gain influence and favour. Similarly, international intervention against al-Shabaab could ignite grievances within impressionable young pirates who may already feel persecuted by Western warships. These factors, either in isolation or when combined, could result in a blurring of the motivational distinction between the two groups. The thin line that distinguishes pirate attack from terrorist attack may, therefore, be closer to being crossed than hitherto thought.

In relation to the wider contemporary security environment, the crisis in Somalia shows that this is becoming increasingly complex. When dealing in future maritime security it is no longer appropriate to categorise the threat into terrorist or piracy stove-pipes. Instead we must consider the development of a threat continuum where there may be considerable over-lap with indistinct boundaries between terrorist, criminal and insurgent groups and their facilitators.
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